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Reply
Our communicationwas basedon observationsof pertechnetate

accumulation. We will try to answer their points in order.
1:Eachof the infants did havegastric imaging; all showedgastric
concentration after pertechnetate administration.
2: Multiple views were taken in all cases but two. In none of the
images with pinhole collimator could the salivary glands be clearly
defined within a reasonableimaging time.
3: Digitization of data can often be advantageous;however,there
was failure to visualize the salivary glands whether the thyroid
gland was prominent or absent.
4: If Drs. Savoie and Leger have data on the differential handling
of pertechnetate and iodide by the salivary glands in neonates,
publication of the information would be welcome.
5: None of the children studied were the product of markedly
premature birth.

Welook forward to the publication ofdata by Drs. Savoie and
Leger Oncongenital lack of iodide transport.

A. P. SPENCER
M. K. KARIMEDDINI
University of ConnectIcutHealthCenter
Farmington,Connecticut

Re: Standardsfor Performance Measurements In
ScintillationCameras( 1)

NEMA is to be congratulated for their effort in standardizing
factory performance parameters. This will provide better appre
ciation of specifications. Insofar as these measurements will reflect
a part of factory quality control, their value is very clear.

Unfortunately, performance of thesetests at the user'ssite is
constrained by several factors. Multichannel analyzers and corn
puters are not too common in nuclear medical facilities. It is even
rarer to find a camera with easily accessible connections for the
multichannel analyzer.

Acceptance testing is a different matter. Spatial, temporal, and
perception perspectives are all involved. Factory and user's site are
separated in space and time, and one must question whether the
ravages of time and travel have affected performance.

Theperceptiveperspectiveisnonquantitative.Thisistheuser's
expectations: to wit, does the unit produce images that can be
clinicallyinterpreted.

While the existence of standards is admirable and desirable, it
is obviousthat manufacturer's quality control extends far beyond
theseimportant but few parameters.Similarly, acceptancetesting
is much more than verifying manufacturer's specifications. All

pertinent functions of camera and accessoriesmust be tested.
On qualitycontrol,I am certainthat all of the authorsof the

various schemata wouldagree that their protocolsare guidelines
and not a total system. It is essential that the testing program be
actively pursued and the need for procedure variance be understood
in post-facto evaluation of unexpected findings in clinical

studies.
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Reply
For many years most reporting ofscintillation camera param

eters has been through pictures, and Dr. Hidalgo is correct in
stating that ultimately the userwantsclinically acceptableimages.
Quality control shouldprovidequantitative measuresof whatever
the user expects to see nonquantitatively in the images. There is
a particularlydifficultproblemin specifyingflood-fielduniformity,
as we pointed out in our publication (I ). However, because a task
is difficult or may requirecertain equipmentshouldnot bea reason
to give up and go back to acceptable pictures.

NEMAusedthe approachthat thestandard shouldbeas ac
curate as possible, hence the requirement for a multichannel an
alyzer in performing the measurement. Verification of perfor
mance in the form of acceptance testing may well involve less ac
curate measurements as long as the sources oferror are understood.
Forexample,ina camerawitha diameterof400mmanda spatial
resolution of 4 mm FWHM, 1000 samples are necessary before
sampling errors can be ignored in measuring spatial resolution.
However,resolutionmay be measured in a 256 X 256 matrix, and
the resulting value can be adjusted to compensate for the sampling
error inherent in only 256 samples.

Nuclear medicine departments that do not have a digital
imaging system and also do not have accessto a multichannel
analyzer can engage the services of a consulting physicist. Lewellen
et al. (2) describeda portable acquisition systemthat is capable
of performing the measurements suggested in the NEMA stan
dards even though the use ofa one-parameter multichannel ana
lyzer lengthens the time necessary to perform the measure
ments.

It should be stressed that such quantitative, time-consuming
measurements are not necessary for routine quality control. For
comparative specifications and for acceptance testing, however,
the useof standardized and quantitative performance measure
ments is highly recommended.

GERD MUEHLLEHNER
Hospital of the Universityof Penn
Philadelphia,Pennsylvania
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